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Every morning more than three million listeners tune in to Mike and Mike in the Morning on ESPN

Radioâ€”mostly to hear the Mikesâ€™ (Golic and Greenberg) riotous back-and-forth on everything

from why baseball managers should dress like real people to how to lose a fight with the wife with

dignity. In Mike and Mikeâ€™s Rules for Sports and Life, the beloved mic jockeys put their unique

stamp on, well, the rules for sports and life. In years on the road, in the studio, and at home, Greeny

and Golic have learned that itâ€™s all about the big stuff: separating order from chaos, ensuring our

survival as a species, and keeping peace. If youâ€™re one of Golic and Greenyâ€™s legions of

followers, you probably canâ€™t get enough of this sort of provocative, hilarious, and occasionally

obsessive stuff. And if youâ€™re one of those fans who live by the rule â€œThere oughta be a

rule,â€• then Mike and Mikeâ€™s Rules for Sports and Life is the audio book for you.
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As a devoted Mike and Mike listener, and given the huge amount of self promotion daily on their

show, I was eagerly looking forward to this book. In short, "meh". Nothing new, rehash of some of

their old comedy bits, and as previously posted here, a format that was hard on the eyes and often

difficult to follow. I know that Golic frequently talks about writing this book with his crayons - and

given the format - there seems to be some truth to his assertion. As for content, the only redeeming

chapter, is the one written by the wives. Save your money and wait until it appears on the bargain

rack at your local bookstore.



I am really sorry that I purchased this book and spend time reading it. My time and money would

have been better spent elsewhere. I had enjoyed Mike Greenberg's "Why my Wife Thinks I'm an

Idiot." I expected similar entertainment with this new book. I expected Greenberg to pull awesome

insight from Mike Golic, just as he does each morning on Mike and Mike in the Morning. But that is

not what I found.The writing style and layout are appropriate for a 4th grade library. Many

elementary school sports fans would love the color pictures, color words (green for Greenberg, olive

for Golic), and the simple concepts. Remove the references to Hooters wings and erectile

dysfunction medication, and this book will be ready for young readers. It is set up perfecty for

practice reading out loud. I can see it now, two boys could read aloud together to their teacher. It

would be a lot easier to read that a lot of other 4th grade books.After submitting this review, I expect

to be banned from listening to Mike and Mike for three days. That's okay, it is baseball season. I an

willing to miss a few days of baseball talk to help others avoid my mistake.

I was expecting sport's stories, inside stories that weren't newspaper headlines.Turned out to be a

boring set of arguments between Mike and Mike... with no beginning or end.I tried...Could not finish

the book it was that bad.I gave it to an elderly friend who reads it to fall asleep.Fred

Let me start by saying that I am a fan of the Mike and Mike show on ESPN Radio but I am not a fan

of this book in any way. Knowing the two Mike's, I did not pick of this book expecting to get any

deep points on life but I did expect to get at least some new material for my money. I did not see

any. This looked as if someone at ESPN had just taken different bits from the show and put them in

book form. While I did find that the book made me recall several fun exchanges from the show, not

enough to make it worth my time to read. I am disappointed that the boys put this book out just to

make a few bucks off of their fans. One final comment on the style of the book, the lay out of the

book made it diffcult to review at time, this a book you review instead of read. The print and color

style at time almost made me sick. If you do not have anything new to say, then try to cover that up

with new packaging.

Guys I LOVE you both and I LOVE your early morning radio show which I often get up at 2 o'clock

in the early morning to listen to here in Alaska. BUT I can NOT give you a top rating on your book

because it simply DOES NOT FLOW SMOOTHLY for me. OH YES you do NOT want to hear how

Colin Cowherd's book flows for me. Smiles.



As an avid Mike and Mike listener, I was eagerly looking forward to this book. In short, "lousy".

Nothing new, rehash of some of their old comedy bits, and as previously posted here, a format that

was hard on the eyes and often difficult to follow.

This book is just excerpts from their talk show in the morning its not what I had expected a little

disappointed but will still read it none the less. I do like their show but not a fan of this particular

book because the title made me think something totally different than what it actually turned out to

be.

I understand the reviewers who were disappointed in the book. It is a 'Mike and Mike' coffee table

book. There are vignettes of their show, small blurbs that hit the high spots. All of it would be very

recognizable to regular listeners. This book doesn't cover new ground but the format is fun.
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